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VOCABULARY GROWTH THROUGH THE USE OF CONTEXT

SEQUENCE II - VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

ELEMENTARY - FRIDAY, MAY 5, 11:00. A.M. - 12:30 P.M.

According to Harris (19) "If the total vocabulary of representative

children grows 15,000 words or more during the first six grades...this

means-an_average of at least 2500 words a year, 66 words a week, or 13

words a day -- excluding vacations, weekends, and holidays." This

statement suggests that although the vocabulary of basal readers may be

controlled, the total reading done by children involves a great number

of words. The important point is that if teachers had to teach all the

gs

trN
words that children learn, the time required would be exorbitant.

Children who read widely can learn a-great many words through use

of context. Wide reading provides the opportunity for context, or all
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of the elements which give support to meaning, to illuminate word

meaning when it is essential to the on-flow of thought and through wide

reading the reader will recognize the subtleties and varied meanings

which words possess. This idea has its basis in semantics: "We learn,

the meanings of practically all our words not from dictionaries, not

from definitions, but from hearing these noises as they accompany actual

situations in life and learning to associate certain noises with certain

situations. (21).

TYPES AND USES OF CONTEXTUAL AIDS

Artley (1) suggests four types of contextual aids: pictorial

context; verbal context; experiential context; and organizational or

structural context.

Logical reasoning and research evidence support the validity of

pictures as a way of supporting word meaning. Some recent writers

obviously question this premise in favor of reading materials for

children which omit pictures presumably to focus attention strictly

upon "decoding symbols". It is a well established fact that many

primary school pupils lack ability to. use pictures in constructing the

meaning of strange words (4, 33, 34). In its broader sense, pictorial

context would also include maps, charts, graphs, and statistical tables

and inadequate "reading" and interpreting of these may be hindered by

the omission of or de-emphasis of foundational "picture reading" ex-

periences. "Visual context" examples are emphasized in such programs

as Gibson-Richards First Steps in Reading English (14).
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Of verbal context, a distinction may be made between the two types

of acts in which context can be used to figure out the meaning, of a word:,

first, using context in figuring out what the meaning of a word is. (The

lecturer leaned upon the &odium, lectern, etcj as he spoke.);

and second, in using context in unlocking a word which is strange only

in print (Jim opened his Hook, magazine, etc.) and began to

read...) In the first case, context is used as an explainer of a meaning

which as yet is unfamiliar to the reader or as a determiner of which of

several familiar meanings is the one he needs to think for a given

word; in the second situation, the reader uses context as a clue, which

along with his use of sounds represented by letters stimulates the

reader to call to mind simultaneously both the familiar spoken form

and the familiar meaning of a given word (a)).

By experience cues,. Artley refers to the idea that the reader may

rely on his past concrete experience, perhaps to a crow's harsh voice,

to help clarify the meaning of the last word in the sentence, "The

crow cawed raucously." Organizational or structural context refers to

such clues in the presentation of the material as sectional or marginal

headings, paragraphing, typographical aids, and those aids'that are

in the familiar patterns of language, as appositive, nonrestrictive,

or interpolated phrases or clauses and other;language expressions.

A little explored type of context may be referred to as "spoken

context", a foundational experience particularly needed at the begin-

ning instructional levels, but appropriate at all grade levels.
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Examples of use of _this type of context (Bill .can .play.

tag, etc] with me.) can be found in McKee and Harrison's

Preparing Your Child for Reading (22).

Another context type may be labelled as "set context"; that is,

circumstances under
the particular/ which the reader does the reading, This

type of context provides much of the content of the study of Semantics.

which deals with physical and psychological contexts as well as verbal

context.
From consideration of such types of context, it cm be reasoned

that the uses of context include: (a) perceiving new words on the

basis of reasoning and logical inference; (b) checking other word

analysis skills; (c) checking on word perception, particularly in

case of homographs (tear, hail, lead, etc.) where one must choose the

-pronunciation and meaning which makes sense in the sentence; and (d)

deriving word meanings or trying to find a clue to the meaning of a

word and leading toward sensible use of the dictionary...It would seem

that these uses of context are legitimate ones to promote in the

elementary school if reading is considered a reasoning act, if mul-

tiple tools of vocabulary development are desirable, if the vagaries

of our language are to be understood, and if one's reading should

"make sense."

IMPORTANCE AND NEED FOR DEVELOPING THE USE OF CONTEXT

Reading authorities have emphasized for many years the importance

of developing effective use of context. For example, McKee (11).writes:

"...use of context is the chief means for increasing vocabulary through

reading..." McCrimmon (26) states: "...in practice we learn the
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the meanings of words by their context This is exactly how the writers

of dictionaries got their definitions.." Spache (39) points out:

"Eventually contextual analysis becomes one of the most frequently

used methods of derivation of word meanings, as phonics and structural

analysis decrease in use." Leary (.24) advocates: "Train a child to

anticipate probable meaning, to infer an unknown word from its total

context, to skip a word and read on to derive its probable meaning, to

check the context clue with the form of the word, to search the context

for a description or explanation that will identify the word, and he

will have acquired the most important single aid to word recognition.

For regardless of what word he perceives, if it doesn't "make sense"

in its setting, his perception has been in error". Fay (11) and Gates

(g) have made similar statements supporting the use of context. In

speaking of the poor reader, Harris (21) cautions: "...there may be a

temptation to assume that pupils who need training in word recognition

should be discouraged from attempting to utilize the context at all.

Nothing is farther from the truth All good readers make use of con-

text clues, so there is no reason to discourage poor readers from doing

the ,same..."

Other advantages that accrue to the reader who learns to use

context wisely include (a) understanding that a word has no permanent

meaning reflects a living language; (b) making use of available material

instead of having to go to another source, such as the dictionary; and

(c) improving learning to read while reading to learn, thus facilitating

integration of skill learning with content learning.
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Classroom experience and research investigations suggest that lack

of skill in using context is quite prevalent among elementary school

pupils. In an early study, Gray and Holmes (16) found that when a con-

text clue was available (in this case an appositional statement) it

was not necessarily used to infer a correct meaning. Bradbury (6)

found that in attempting to read his textbooks, the average child in.

the fourth grade can use the context successfully to construct the

meaning of a strange word about one out of three opportunities. Accord7

ing to Spache and Berg (42) the average high school graduate uses the

context to derive meanings in only. about 50 to 60 per cent of the words

that are unknown to him. Gibbons (13) found about the same results

for the average college freshman. Several studies give us reason to

believe that more guidance in the use of contextual analysis provides

for growth in this technique.. Porter (35) found that primary

children can learn to use contextual analysis of simple types quite

effectively. When words were completely omitted from the context,

these pupils correctly deduced the exact word omitted 23 per cent

of the time. They were able to deduce probable meanings of the

omitted words 83 per cent of the time. In other words they were

successful in contextual analysis for meanings in 8 out of 10 attempts.

Harrison (22) also found that: content can Llluminate word meaning tf

the necessary _guidance is provided for childgen. Hafner (18) con--

cluded that short-teim'instruction in the use oficontext aids seemed

to hold promise of improving pupil reading comprehension.
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ANALYSIS.OF NATURE OF TEXT. MATERIAL

What are the kinds 6f. situations, oral and verbal, that pupils

face that need to be presented and practiced if contextual analysis

is to become an important tool and means of vocabulary growth? Types

of context clues have been analyzed by Artley,. McCullough, and

Deighton on the basis of their use in books.

Artley has-proposed seven types of contextual aids to word

meanings from an earlier listing (1): (a) typographical aids, as

parentheses or footnotes; (b) grammatical aids such as appositive

phrases or clauses; (c) substitute words, as synonyms or antonyms;

(d) word elements, as roots, prefixes;, and suffixes; (e) figures of

speech; (f) pictures, diagrams, and charts; and (g) inference, as

"Due to the mountain ranges and the cold climate, the amount of arable

land is limited." _McCullough (27_, 28) has categorzied types of con-

textual clues as (a) experience clues; (b) comparison or contrast words

or phrases; (c) synonyms; (d) summary clues; (e) reflection of mood of

a situation; (f) definition; and (g) familiar expression, as "He kept

his cool." Deighton (9), analyzing the types of context clues found in

textbooks on an eighth grade to adult reading level, found context

illuminated word meaning through (a) definition; (b) example; (c)

modification; (d) restatement; and (e) inference.

It can be noted that there are similarities and overlappings among

these listings. Depending upon one's definition of "context", some

clues may appear more appropriate than others. Other similar classifi-

cations of the instructional specifics in this area of context clues
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are suggested by McKee (12) and Betts (5). Which listing or which

particular clues seem most useable for the elementary school teacher

has not been determined. In the writer's opinion, inference as a con-

text clue would seem to be one of the least used but more promising,

and study of word elements (roots, prefixes, and suffixes) has not pro-

duced comforting results. It would be helpful to teachers if they knew

the context types which appear most commonly in pupil materials and

what degree of difficulty each type of contextual clue presents for the

pupil. One study (AD, for example, suggests that the most difficult

context situation for sixth grade children involves use of contrast, such

as "Is John clumsy or is he agile?" The connecting word "or" deserves

careful treatment as it can join words of similar meaning or words of

different meanings as "I had never seen him so depressed oila/melancholz."

and "Is Jim talkative or taciturn?" There is no clue for the reader to

use in determining which of the two possible funtions "or" in performing.

How to help the young child conceive of an unknown word as referring to

a circumscribed meaning rather than to regard the word as carrying with

it the whole of a major part of the context in which it appears is still

another problem that has received little study,(42).

WAYS OF DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE USE OF CONTEXT

It appears to the speaker that there are some basic ideas to be

considered in developing the skillful use of context. These would in-

clude:

a. Continue to emphasize reading for meaning While

in the strict pehse'it may be true that context

doesn't give meaning to a word any more than the

dictionary does, it is safer to suggest that

"symbols signify something" rather than "symbols

signify nothing".
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b. Provide large quantities of readable material

appropriate to interests in "reading class" and the

content subjects. CO The pupil simply cannot use

context every fourth or fifth word. Content books

frequently present such a high vocabulary load

that they hinder seriously the use of context

clues by the reader. As Smith and Dechant (38)

state: "For one to profit most from context

clues, the reading material must not be too

difficult, nor contain too many new words. Thus

the vividness of contextual clues is propor-

tionate to the ease of the material and the

reader's familiarity with the subject."

c. Outline a caefully designed delineation of the

set of aids as a context syllabus in the reading

area; pre-test to find strengths or weaknesses

of the pupils; and then afford practice with

the needed abilities through the reading text-

books, workbooks, and other supplementary

materials as needed. A teacher's willingness

so to individualize the instruction implies

the teacher's commitment to the use of con-

textual technique as an important tool and that

it should be developed through planned, thoughtful,

and intelligent guidance, just as the ability to
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use other means of vocabulary growth are developed

through carefully planned instruction. Parentheti-

cally, I would suggest that a standardized test

on the use of context could be helpful. The only

one at present, Walter N. Durost and Stella S.

Center's Word Mastery Test, (Yonkers-on-Hudson:

World Book Co., 1952), is for use at grades

9-12. Such a test for the elementary school

years would attempt to yield

extent to which the pupil is

meanings of unknown words by

typical context situations.

evidence on the

able to learn the

seeing, them in

d. Provide greater emphasis to context clues develop-

ment with oral and listening situations, prior to

and along with application to verbal reading

materials. Encourage pupils to anticipate out-

comes or predict what the next part of the story

will be. Further exploration is needed into the

area of "spoken context", for the pupil who cannot

use the clues of context in listening will likely

have little if any more control of them in the

reading act, On the contrary, it has been

suggested (37) that better training in "spoken-

listening context" can be used to improve the

pupils' ability to understand adequately what

he attempts to read.
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e. Teach the child to go beyond the single word in

search for the meaning by context. One study (41)

suggests that the words that follow a strange

more
word are/ likely to aid in contextual analysis

than those that precede it. This confirms the

desirability of teaching pupils to read the

entire sentence (or rest of paragraph) before

attempting to derive the meaning of an unknown

word. The practice of immediately stating,

"Look it up in the dictionary" is a poor one.

It would be better to say "Try to find a clue

to the meaning of the word through the context."

The pupils need to know that the context needed

for constructing the meaning of a given strange

word may appear before, after, or both before

and after the strange word, (15). It should be recog
nized that there is some evidence that the influence

of context :-upomWdtd-:.meaning§-seems., to decrease:'

rapidly with the distance of the context, and con-

text more than ::about five- wotas_t4iStant:hds, rela4

tively little effect upon clarifying an unknown

=,*

Provide time for, discussion of how meaning can be

derived through context. Discuss with pupils-what

is meant by using context to figure out the meaning

of a word; what the helpful parts of the context

may be and where they appear. Also pupils need to
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recognize the situation where no clue is.

provided, as "Bill was reluctant to do it."

g. Capitalize upon context in all types of content

reading situations. Teach pupils the common ways

textbooks may new meanings easy to acquire. Study

the context books used to see how the new terms

are made understandable, and let the-pupils in on

this study. Context reveals meaning by outright

definition ("Draw an array of dots, an orderly

arrangement of dots in columns and rows, to

suggest the number 15."). It reveals meaning by

citing examples and frequently employs signal words:

such as, such, like, especially, or for example.

(Put an antiseptic such as alcohol on the skin).

When such signal words are not used, the verb to

be is used to show the connection.. (The degree of

loudness or softness with which syllables are uttered

is called stress.) Another common method used is the

explaining of an unfamiliar word through the use of

modifiers. Still another method by which context

reveals meaning is through restatement -- using such

introductory words as in other words, that is, to

put it another way, or which is to say. (They learned

that muskets, that is guns, were hidden in the box.)

At times only dashes or parentheses are used (The
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epidermis -- the outer layer of skin -- protects

us from germs,) As suggested earlier, a synonym for

the word may be a clue (What can you do to mitigate,

or lessen, your chance of catching coin) Appo-

sition is a common device (They went to see the aviary,

a place where birds are kept.) as is also a set of

words in contrast (Should bats be eradicated? No,

let them live because..;) Often the meaning is

implied by the rest of the sentence (John will be

here soon for he is usually very punctual.)

h. Delay discussion of the meaning of a strange word

in the reading material or content subjects if the

context is provided by familiar words for building

that meaning. Pupils must have an opportunity for

application for taught skills in the normal reading

situation. Occasionally the teacher might select

a half-dozen difficult words from future reading

assignments and ask pupils to write their defini-

tions. After the reading, pupils may correct or

revise their earlier definitions. This is particu-

larly applicable at the intermediate school level.

i. Develop a general appreciation for words and

language structure. Through experience and in-

struction, the pupil'needs to appreciate denotations
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and connotations of specific-words and multiple

meanings for the same-word. Be needs to be

guided to anticipate the fact that pronunciation

and meaning of homographs such as bow, refuse, and

wind cannot be verified until seen in "use situa-

tions". He needs to recognize that homonyms may be

spelled alike (cold hail, or hail a cab) or may be

spelled differently (stake, steak). He certainly

should expect irregularities in the alphabetic

representations of English sounds (head, break,

early, etc.) Further, the pupil needs to sense the

importance of the order of-words to the structure

of our language and/or meaning. By the position of

words in the sentence, the functions of the words,

and to this extent, their meanings are suggested.

(21) "The igg ogged the ugg" type of presentation

may help pupils recognize the nounness or verbness

of the words. This helps the pupil sense that nouns

and verbs are most essential for meaning. The

structure of the phrase, sentence, or paragraph often

serves as a clue to the meaning of what is written.

Rhetorical terms of coherence are alSo guides to

reading comprehension of a paragraph, pure con

junctions and certain adverbs being very common

links. (36). The fact that many of the contextual
clues to word meaning have their origin in such
concepts provides a strong argument for the develop-
ment of general knowledge of language structure, and
suggests again, the interrelationships of the language,
arts (±5).
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CAUTIONS IN THE USE OF CONTEXT CLUES

It is not possible to develop the effective use of context clues

in situations where the child is bogged down with the mechanics of

reading. Wide independent reading -- where little difficulty with

word recognition or meaning is presented -- gives the pupil an oppor-

tunity to use contextual aids. But "opportunity" alone is not enough.

As in other skills of reading, studies from Boston University (7, 8, 10,

25, 43) reaffirm that children in the intermediate grades vary greatly

in their ability to identify words and to derive meaning from context.

Children with poor reading ability usually cannot identify words they

do not know. Unless children are taught to notice unfamiliar words
to be alert to the connection between the context and the unknown WO7' tt bears upon,
andheastago, they are unlikely to develop large

vocabularies from extensive reading.

It must be .clear that the child will not always gain the correct

meaning of a word from the context. Context always determines the

meaning of a word, but doesn't always reveal that meaning. Context

generally reveals only one of the meanings of an unfamiliar wor4.,..It

is worth saying to children over and over again that no word has one

fixed or unalterable meaning, that no one context revelation will suf

fice for all the later uses of the word which may be met. Also, con-

text seldom clarifies the whole of any single word meaning. Context

will often provide a synonym, but synonyms are never exact equivalents.

Avoid instructing the child to "guess the word". Finding out

through context means the child carefully considers the meaning implied
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in a sentence or paragraph as a whole and in light of this meaning he

reasons what the unknown word might be.

Avoid overuse or complete dependance upon context alone. In

reading clinics, it is noted that a classical faux pas of some re-

medial readers is to over-use context clues, sometimes putting together

a reasonable facsimile, but an inaccurate one. Usually this approach

eventually breaks down completely, which suggests that pupils should

be encouraged to use different methods of working out a word and its

meaning, as well as using combined methods. It is better for the child

to have several different tools to unlock new words and their meanings

so that if one fails, the reader has another one to use or to serve

as a check.

Finally, vocabulary growth through context revelation is a gradual

one. It is a matter of finding one clue here and another there, of

fitting them together, of making tentative judgments and revising them

as later experience requires. It is building meaning into a word over

a period of years through the combined experiences of the writer and

the reader.
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